A List of Artworks inspired by Henry Hornbostel’s Designs

Compiled by David J. Vater

(If a painting depicts more than one structure it is listed under each structure. Structures are listed by their date of completion.)

Williamsburg Bridge, New York, 1903


Hopper, Edward:


Industries Hall (Porter Hall) Carnegie Technical Schools, Pittsburgh, 1907


Rodef Shalom Congregation, Pittsburgh, 1907


Margaret Morrison Hall, Carnegie Technical Schools, Pittsburgh, PA, 1907

Kane, John: *Morewood Heights*. 1933. Oil. Private collection, Utica NY.


School of Applied Sciences (Doherty Hall), Carnegie Technical Schools, Pittsburgh, PA, 1909


**Queensboro Bridge, New York, 1909**


Delaney, Joseph: *East River*. 1944. Oil. Collection Clark Atlanta University, GA.


How, Kenneth G.: *Queensboro Bridge*. Date unknown. Oil. Location unknown.


Kroll, Leon: *Queensborough Bridge*. 1912. Oil. Location unknown.


Kroll, Leon: *Queensborough Bridge*. 1912. Oil. University of Virginia Art Museum, Charlottesville, VA.

Lawson, Ernest: *Queensboro Bridge*.


Van Veen, Styvesant: *Below the Queensborough Bridge*. 1929. Oil. Location unknown.


**Manhattan Bridge, New York, 1910**


**Dentil School, University of Pittsburgh, 1912**


**Schenley Theater, Pittsburgh, 1912**


**Machinery Hall (Hammerschlag Hall), Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, 1913**


Warner, Everett:  *Machinery Hall from the Railroad Tracks below the Viaduct*.  1929.  Oil.  Location unknown.


**Administration Hall (Baker Hall).  Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, PA, 1914**


**School of Applied Design (Fine Arts).  Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, PA, 1916**


**City-County Building, Pittsburgh, 1917**


Quarters, Robert:  *City-County Building [Interior]*.  1988.  Oil.  Location unknown.


**Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, 1917**


**Hell Gate Bridge, New York, 1917**


Henshaw, Glen Cooper: *Hell Gate Bridge*. Date unknown. Oil. Location unknown.


Pennell, Joseph: *Building Hell Gate Bridge*. 1912. Chalk. Location unknown.


Smith, Wallace Henderson: *Hell Gate Bridge*. Date unknown. Oil. Location unknown.

Sterner, Albert E.: *Hell Gate Bridge*. Date unknown. Oil. Location unknown.

Sterner, Albert E.: *Hell Gate in the Snow*. Date unknown. Oil. Location unknown.

*Langley Laboratory of Aeronautics, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, PA, 1918*


*Schenley Apartments, Pittsburgh, PA, 1923*


*Gymnasium, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, PA, 1924*

Kane, John: *Morewood Heights*. 1933. Oil. Private collection, Utica NY.

*Webster Hall, Pittsburgh, PA, 1926*


*B’nai Israel Congregation, Pittsburgh, PA, 1927*

Wohleber, Stephen: *B’nai Israel [Exterior]*. Date unknown. Ink. Location unknown.
Wohleber, Stephen: *B’nai Israel [Interior]*. Date unknown. Ink. Location unknown.

**Grant Building, Pittsburgh, PA, 1930**

Blaser, Michael: [*Steamboat* *Greater Pittsburgh Heading for Sewickley in the Summer of 29*]. C. 1990. Oil. Location unknown.


Kane, John: *Boulevard of the Allies*. 1932. Oil. Private Collection, Pittsburgh, PA.

